Local structure of Co doped RuO$_2$ nanocrystalline electrocatalytic materials for chlorine and oxygen evolution
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**Abstract**

Nano-particulate Co doped ruthenium dioxide electrocatalysts of the general formula Ru$_{1−x}$Co$_x$O$_{2+y}$ (0 < x < 0.3) were prepared by a co-precipitation method. The electrocatalysts with x < 0.2 conform to a single phase nano-crystalline materials. On the local level the Co forms clusters dispersed in the original rutile-like matrix. The local environment of the Co conforms to a rutile model which preserves the cationic arrangement but suppresses the probability of the Ru–Ru and Co–Co neighbors along the shortest metal–metal bonds. The electrocatalytic activity of the synthesized Ru$_{1−x}$Co$_x$O$_{2+y}$ materials in oxygen evolution is comparable with that of the non-doped ruthenium dioxide and little depends on the actual Co content. In presence of chlorides the Co doped materials are more selective towards oxygen evolution compared with the non doped ruthenium. The enhanced oxygen evolution in the case of Co doped electrocatalysts can be attributed to a chemical recombination of surface confined oxo-species. The selectivity shift towards oxygen evolution can be linked with limited activity of the Ru$_{1−x}$Co$_x$O$_{2+y}$ in the chlorine evolution reaction which seems to be relatively weakly dependent on the chloride concentration.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

**1. Introduction**

Water electrolysis [1] and chlor-alkali industry [2] represent the main applications of electronically conductive transition metal oxides. Despite successful exploration of systems based on RuO$_2$ or IrO$_2$ in practical electrolysers the fundamental understanding of the electrocatalytic activity of this class of materials in multi-electron transfer processes is still incomplete. The limited understanding is particularly evident if one addresses the issue of selectivity of this type of catalysts in oxygen evolution process if the electrolyzed solutions contain chlorides. Poor selectivity to the oxygen evolution observed on the common rutile type oxide catalysts represents one of the main obstacles preventing wide implementation of the so called hydrogen economy.

A general approach to control the oxygen or chlorine selectivity on rutile type oxides which has been presented recently [3] utilizes a systematic theoretical description of the electrocatalytic processes on the rutile type oxides based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations [4,5]. The DFT based thermodynamic analysis predicts that both electrode processes are strongly correlated on rutile type oxide surfaces. In the case of oxygen evolution, it is stated that the process proceeds preferentially via surface peroxide-route [4] when the formation of the surface oxo- or peroxo-species represents the rate limiting step. Extending the same DFT approach to chlorine evolution process one finds that the surface peroxo-groups simultaneously act as the active sites in chlorine evolution. The selectivity of the rutile type surface in oxygen evolution process and chlorine evolution process, therefore, reflects the competition between both processes for the same surface active site. The oxygen as well as chlorine evolution activity are predicted to be restricted to two penta-coordinated (so called cus) transition metal cations present on the surface with bonding distance of ca. 3 Å [3,5,6]. In the rutile structural type native to both RuO$_2$ and IrO$_2$ this bonding distance corresponds to cation stacking along the c axis. The selectivity of the surface towards chlorine evolution results from the oxidative attack of the Cl$^-$ on the surface peroxo groups connecting these two transition metal atoms along [001] direction [5]. The molecular dimension of the proposed active sites (2–5 Å) stresses the relevance of the local structure characterization in elucidation of catalytic activity in contrast to, e.g. diffraction data. Synthetic modification of the surface cation stacking ought to effectively adjust the material’s selectivity. With respect to the local nature of the proposed active site one can address the selectivity problem by modifying the local structure of the oxide electrocatalysts via heterovalent substitution.
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Ruthenium dioxide based electrocatalysts doped with V [7], Sn [8], Co [8, 9], Ni [10], Fe [11] and, particularly, with Zn [3] were reported previously and their selectivity behavior was addressed by combination of voltammetric experiments with differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS). The local structure effects and their influence on the electrocatalytic behavior were studied just for Ni and Zn doped materials [3,6,9]. Local structures of these materials cannot be described within the conventional paradigm of random substitution of host atoms by the dopant. The cations of different chemical nature promote formation of specific inclusions within the host rutile lattice that may be characterized in terms of crystallographically different phases conforming to rock salt [10] or ilmenite [6] structural types.

This paper extends the previous studies linking the local structure with electrocatalytic activity of rutile type oxides on the materials in the Ru–Co–O ternary system. The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data of these catalytically active materials are used to qualify general trends observed in the parallel oxygen and chlorine evolution and to outline competition of both reactions for the available surface sites.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$

The synthesis of Co doped ruthenia samples was attempted by Pechini and coprecipitation techniques. The coprecipitation route followed the procedure described previously [9,12,13]. The starting solutions of ruthenium(III) nitrosyltetroxide (98%, Alpha Aesar) and cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate (99.999% Aldrich) in mixture of ethanol and propane-2-ol (1:1) (both Aldrich, ACS grade) were mixed with aqueous solution of tetramethylammonium hydroxide (25% Alpha Aesar) [13] to obtain hydroxide precipitates. The starting solutions contained both Ru and Co ions corresponding to the stoichiometry of the target oxides Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ (x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 and 0.30). The precipitation procedure led to a formation of amorphous precursors, which were aged in a PTFE lined stainless steel autoclaves at 105 °C for 40 h. The washed and filtered powders were treated with hydrogen peroxide (1%), dried in air and annealed at 400 °C in air for 2 h to obtain nanocrystalline materials.

2.2. Characterization

The phase composition of the samples was analyzed by a Bruker D8 Advance powder X-ray diffractometer with Vantec-1 detector and CuKα radiation operating at 40 kV–30 mA in the scanning mode with a scanning rate of 1°/min. The XRD data for evaluation of lattice constants of Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ samples were collected in the step-scanning mode with 1 s/step using Ge powder as the internal standard. The bulk chemical composition of the prepared materials was analyzed by X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy using Hitachi S4800 scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a Nanotrace EDX detector (Thermo Electron). Particle sizes were based on the measurement of 200 randomly selected particles. The average particle size was found to be independent of the Co content and equals to 17 ± 4 nm. Correspondingly, the specific surface area was established assuming spherical approximation for the particle shape.

The X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was used to gather information on local structures of the materials in the vicinity of both Ru and Co atoms. X-ray near edge absorption spectra (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data were collected on pellets containing 20–30 mg of Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ in 200 mg of boron nitride (Aldrich, ACS grade) on X18B beam line (Si(1 1 1) monochromator) of the National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA). The spectra were measured in transmission mode at Ru K edge (22,117 eV) and Co K absorption edge (7709 eV). The Co K edge spectra of the sample with x = 0.05 were acquired in fluorescence mode using a 13 channel Ge detector. Each spectrum was recorded at three different scanning step sizes: pre-edge region from 200 to 30 eV was scanned in 5 eV steps to enable background subtraction; in the 30 eV pre-edge and 30 eV post-edge range the step size of 0.5 eV was used to acquire XANES part of the spectra, while the EXAFS data extending up to 16 Å$^{-1}$ in the k-space were collected with the variable step size corresponding to 0.05 Å$^{-1}$. Ru L3 absorption edge data (2838 eV) were collected at BL-11B beam line of Photon Factory (KEK, Japan) using the Si (1 1 1) monochromator, which provides $\Delta k$ = 5000 resolution. The powder samples were attached to the carbon tape and mounted on the conducting sample holder. XAFS data were recorded in terms of total electron yield (TEY). Pre-edge range and XANES part of the spectra were recorded with 0.5 eV step size, while in the post edge range, the size of 5 eV was used.

The preliminary data handling, normalization and extraction of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) functions were performed in the IFEFFIT software package [14]. The photoelectron wave vector k for the Fourier transform of spectra was kept within the range of k = 3.5–15.5 Å$^{-1}$ for Ru-EXAFS and k = 2–11.9 Å$^{-1}$ for Co-EXAFS. The k-weighting factor of 2 was applied. The EXAFS functions are presented in R space in the range of R = 1–6 Å. The full-profile refinement of the EXAFS spectra by non-linear least squares (NLLS) minimization in the R-space with k-weighting factor equal to 2 was carried out using Artemis program of the IFEFFIT package. The theoretical models were generated using FEFF6.2 library.

The electrodes for electrochemical experiments were prepared from synthesized Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ materials by sedimentation of nanocrystalline powder from a water based suspension on Ti mesh (open area 20%, Goodfellow). The duration and number of the depositions were adjusted to obtain the surface coverage of about 1–2 mg/cm² of active oxide. The deposited layers were stabilized by annealing the electrodes for 20 min at 400 °C in air. The initial oxide suspensions were prepared in an ultrasonic bath and contained approximately 5 g/L of Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ in MilliQ quality de-ionized water.

The electrochemical behavior of the Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ electrocatalysts was studied by potentiostatic as well as potentiodynamic techniques combined with differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS). All experiments were performed in a home-made Kel-F single compartment cell. The experiments were performed in a three electrode arrangement using a PAR 263A potentiostat. Pt and Ag/AgCl were used as an auxiliary and a reference electrode, respectively. The reference electrode was connected via Luggin capillary to avoid chloride contamination. The activity of the prepared materials in both oxygen and chlorine evolution reactions was studied in 0.1 M HClO$_4$ (Aldrich, p.a.) containing variable amount of NaCl (Aldrich, ACS grade) corresponding to concentrations between 0.01 and 0.3 M. The DEMS apparatus consisted of Prisma™ QMS200 quadrupole mass spectrometer (Balzers) connected to TSU071E turbomolecular drag pumping station (Balzers).

3. Results and discussion

The powder XRD data of Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ (0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.30) samples annealed at 400 °C are shown in Fig. 1. All samples are of a single-phase character. The reflection positions as well as intensities of diffraction peaks matched those of RuO$_2$ PDF file #431027. The volume of the unit cell, nevertheless, changes continuously in the range of 0 < x < 0.2 (see Fig. 2) suggesting that the material with x = 0.3 may contain an amorphous secondary phase, which could
not be identified by XRD. The materials with \( x > 0.2 \) were, therefore, not a subject of further characterization. The observed decrease of the unit cell volume with the increase of Co concentration suggests that cobalt oxidation state to be either +3 than +2 as can be concluded from the literature based values of ionic radii \( \text{Ru}^{2+}(0.62 \, \text{Å}), \text{low spin Co}^{3+}(0.55 \, \text{Å}) \) and low spin Co\(^{2+}(0.65 \, \text{Å}) \) [15].

In fact, the comparison of XANES parts of X-ray absorption spectra shows that position of the Co K-edge \( (7724 \, \text{eV}) \) in the whole composition range of Ru\(_{1-x}\)CoO\(_2\)-y is shifted \( \sim 15 \, \text{eV} \) towards higher energies compared to Co metal reference foil (Fig. 3). The same Figure presents also XANES spectrum of Co(II) citrate \( [\text{Co} (\text{acac})_2 \text{H}_2\text{O}]_2 \) \( \text{(P2\_1\_2_1)} \) space group (lattice constants: \( a = 13.4452 \, \text{Å}, b = 5.9138 \, \text{Å}, c = 10.4153 \, \text{Å} \)) which was used as a reference of Co in oxidation state of +2. Its Co K edge position of 7720 eV is in a good agreement with the expected edge position in cobalt (II) complexes \( (7720.5–7721.5 \, \text{eV}) \) [16], while the absorption edge for Co(III) is expected at slightly higher energy of \( \sim 7727 \, \text{eV} \) [16]. The difference between literature data and the observed K-edge position in Ru\(_{1-x}\)CoO\(_2\)-y can be attributed to a different Co environment in rutile host compared to coordination compounds such as Co(acac)\(_2\), although it may also indicate more complex electron re-distribution between d-levels of Ru and Co ions in Ru\(_{1-x}\)CoO\(_2\)-y. More accurate probe of oxidation state can be provided by XANES parts of the Ru L3 edge spectra (see Fig. 4). The XANES spectra do not show significant variation of the shape or edge position. The L3 edge energy was found at 2836.5 eV for pure RuO\(_2\) and the maximum deviation in the edge position of the Co doped samples did not exceed 0.1 eV. This shows that the ruthenium oxidation state remains constant in the whole range of compositions. The observed trend of composition independent average oxidation state of both ruthenium and cobalt differs from that observed in the case of Ni doped materials which show a systematic change in the oxidation state of Ni reflecting the content of the doping cation [17]. This fact implies an essential difference in the compensation of the lower charge of the doping cation and consequently different local environments of Ni and Co atoms in the RuO\(_2\) host framework. It should also implicate qualitative difference in catalytic behavior of both types of doped ruthenium catalysts. Assuming that the electro-neutrality is achieved primarily by oxygen stoichiometry adjustment, one may expect the local distribution of Co in the doped ruthenium to resemble that of Zn in Zn doped RuO\(_2\) electrocatalysts [11], i.e. an intergrowth of cobalt and ruthenium rich phases with fixed oxygen content in the rutile blocks.

The local structure of the Ru\(_{1-x}\)CoO\(_2\)-y electrocatalysts was resolved from XAFS data measured at Ru K- and Co K edges. Fig. 5 presents Fourier transformed EXAFS functions extracted from Ru K edge data plotted in the \( R \)-space to emphasize the chemically relevant information. The Ru-EXAFS functions resemble those of non-doped RuO\(_2\), which were discussed in detail in [17]. According to Ref. [17] one can assign the first peak at 1.95–2.00 Å to the scattering of photoelectrons by oxygen atoms forming RuO\(_6\) octahedra. The second strong peak at \( \sim 3.0–3.1 \, \text{Å} \) originates mainly from
the scattering process involving Ru–Ru path along the c axis of RuO$_2$ crystal. The next strong peak at 3.5–3.7 Å includes contributions from several scattering paths, while its main component reflects Ru–Ru coordination along the body diagonal of RuO$_2$ unit cell. As one may notice from the set of Ru–EXAFS functions in Fig. 5, introduction of Co into RuO$_2$ does not lead to significant changes of the local environment of Ru atoms since position of the peaks and their relative magnitude remain constant. The Co–EXAFS functions do resemble those recorded on the Ru K edge only in general features (see Fig. 6). The local environment of Co atoms is significantly altered compared to that in the rutile structure, mainly as far as the metal–metal coordination is concerned. Co EXAFS functions were refined using the strategy outlined in Ref. [17]. The results of the Co local structure refinement based on the collected Co–EXAFS data are summarized in Fig. 7 and in Table 1. In the beginning of the refinement the occupancy of different metal sites by cobalt was assumed to be equal and the fraction of Co atoms was fixed at 0.2, which is defined by the overall cobalt concentration in the material. In the final stages of the refinement this parameter was released and refined independently. The local environment of Co does not show any variance with actual Co content. Table 1 shows that the obtained Co–O distances of 1.87 and 1.93 Å are considerably shorter than Ru–O bond length of 1.93 and 1.99 Å in the conventional RuO$_2$. This result is consistent with the XRD and XANES data, which suggest cobalt oxidation state in these materials to be +3. Consequently, one should expect contraction of CoO$_6$ octahedra due to 0.07 Å smaller ionic radius of Co$^{3+}$ compared to Ru$^{4+}$. The most surprising feature of the refined local structure is connected with the fact that the fraction of Co in the neighboring metal sites along c axis of the unit cell is essentially zero, while most of the cobalt ions are located along body diagonal of the unit cell. This atomic arrangement (reflected by data in Table 1) is schematically depicted in Fig. 8. The atomic arrangement in such a cluster preserves the architecture of the rutile lattice. The sequence of the Co and Ru atoms resembles the arrangement of the cations in the trirutile lattice ($\text{AB}_2\text{O}_6$) such as CrTa$_2$O$_6$ in which crystallographic ordering of cations leads to the tripling of the unit cell. The

**Fig. 5.** $k^2$-normalized Ru K-edge EXAFS functions of Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_2$ (a) $x=0.05$, (b) $x=0.10$ and (c) $x=0.15$.

**Fig. 6.** $k^2$-normalized Co-K EXAFS functions of Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_2$ (a) $x=0.05$, (b) $x=0.10$, (c) $x=0.15$ and (d) $x=0.20$.

**Fig. 7.** $k^3$-normalized Co-K EXAFS function for Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_2$, $x=0.20$ (square), and refinement result using rutile as a structural model. Inset shows the results of the fitting in $k$-space.

**Table 1** Typical interatomic distances and Debye–Waller factors refined for the Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_2$ oxide obtained by fitting the $k^2$-normalized Fourier transformed EXAFS function for Co K edge (7790 eV) X-ray absorption spectrum. $R$-factor=0.0157, $k$ range 2.0–11.9Å$^{-1}$, $R$ range 1–4.5Å, amplitude=0.64(5), $E_0=\text{3.84}(78)$ eV. Multiple scattering paths are not shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>Bond length (Å)</th>
<th>DW ($\times 10^{10}$ Å$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co–O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.87(2)</td>
<td>2.0(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.93(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–Ru/Co$^4$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.05(5)</td>
<td>6.4(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–O</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.31(9)</td>
<td>2.0(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–Ru/Co$^6$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.52(1)</td>
<td>6.4(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–O</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.54(10)</td>
<td>2.0(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–O</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.91(11)</td>
<td>2.0(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–Ru/Co$^6$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.46(3)</td>
<td>6.4(9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Refined occupancy of Ru site by Co is $-0.13(14)$. The value was fixed at 0.0.

*b* Refined occupancy of Ru site by Co is 0.18(8).

**Fig. 8.** Schematic representation of the Co cluster architectures based on refinement of EXAFS functions measured on Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_2$, $x=0.20$. 
XRD or electron diffraction patterns of Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ materials are, however, free of additional reflections indicating the absence of the long range translation symmetry of such clusters. Hereinafter, this type of clusters will be referred to as pseudo-rutile in the text. The very similar arrangement of doping atoms was observed in Ni doped RuO$_2$ nanocrystalline electrocatalysts with Ni content as low as 5%. While the Ni doped materials undergo continuous development of the local at higher concentrations of nickel forming Ni-rich shear planes at high degree of doping [17]. The EXAFS data for Co doped materials clearly show that the same architecture of the cluster remains unchanged till as high Co content as $x=0.20$ in Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ materials.

The prepared Co doped ruthenium is active catalysts for anodic gas evolution in acid media. The electrocatalytic activity and selectivity of the synthesized Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ materials in OER and CER processes are summarized in Figs. 9–12. The actual oxygen evolution activity shows negligible dependence on the actual Co content (see Fig. 9). This behavior is opposite to that observed previously for Ni [18] or Fe [11] at higher materials and is in general agreement with the local structure reported above. In the case of the Co doped ruthenium the electrocatalysts essentially comply with the rutile structural model for both types of transition metal cations – Ru and Co. Consequently, the introduction of Co rich pseudo-rutile regions is not likely to alter substantially the cation stacking in the direction relevant to the electrocatalytic activity in oxygen ((0 0 1) direction). The structural similarity of the original Ru rich rutile blocks and introduced pseudo-rutile Co containing regions suggest that the intrinsic activity of both types of regions which may be present at the catalysts surface may be comparable resulting in the observed composition-independence of the catalytic activity in the oxygen evolution reaction.

Fundamentally the same trend can be tracked in selectivity behavior in the parallel chlorine and oxygen evolution on Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ electrocatalysts with variable Co content (see Figs. 10–12). Typical response of the Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ catalysts to a potential step perturbation in the parallel oxygen and chlorine evolution is shown in Fig. 10. The data present in Fig. 10 clearly show, that an application of sufficiently positive potential (at which both gases can be thermodynamically evolved) results in immediate detection of produced chlorine. The chlorine evolution is not accompanied by oxygen evolution in the initial stages of the experiment. The electrocatalytically evolved oxygen can be detected with a time delay which decreases from ca. 20 s at 1.10 V to about 2 s at 1.3 V. The chlorine related signal attains a constant value within 1 min of the experiment regardless of the course of the oxygen evolution. The constant value the chlorine related DEMS signal represents a situation when the rate of the chlorine production (which ought to reflect only fluctuations in the chloride concentration) equals the rate of the chlorine transfer from the electrochemical cell into vacuum system. The constant chlorine production signal therefore rules out a transport limitation of the chlorine related current even at rather low chloride concentration of 0.05 M at the timescale of the experiment.

The oxygen evolution signal on the other hand fails to reach a steady state when the rate of oxygen production would be compensated by the removal into vacuum system. The observed increase of the oxygen evolution signal even after removing the potential perturbation indicates that the oxygen evolution is likely to be kinetically controlled by a process of chemical nature like, e.g. surface recombination, from previously accumulated reaction intermediates. Crystal edge facilitated recombination of surface confined oxo species [7] can be viewed as such an alternative mechanism. This reaction path has not been generally involved in the DFT calculations [4, 5] although the recombination may successfully compete with peroxy route for ruthenium based oxides [19]. The same qualitative behavior is observed regardless of the actual Co content.

The selectivity of the Ru$_{1-x}$Co$_x$O$_{2-y}$ catalysts, changes with increasing Co content as well as with the applied potential. The high selectivity towards chlorine evolution observed for non-doped ruthenium dioxide gradually changes towards oxygen evolution with increasing Co content and becomes Co content independent when the fraction of cationic positions occupied by Co exceeds 0.1 (see Fig. 12). The chlorine evolution extent initially increases
Fig. 11. Potential dependence of the DEMS based signals of the oxygen evolution (left) and chlorine evolution (right) in potentiostatic parallel oxygen and chlorine evolution in 0.1 M HClO₄ containing different concentration of NaCl. The actual NaCl concentration is shown in figure legend. The values represent a steady state DEMS readings on channels with m/z of 32 (oxygen) and 70 (chlorine) 90’s after potential perturbation.

with potential and reaches a steady state value at potentials of ca. 1.2 V. The extent of the oxygen evolution process, reflected by the DEMS, increases with applied potential and surpasses the chlorine evolution at potentials around 1.2 V. This type of behavior can be ascribed to different mechanism of the oxygen evolution below and above 1.2 V [20] resulting from the different intermediate surface coverage. The overall activity as well as selectivity of the Ru₁₋ₓCoₓO₂₋₉ electrocatalysts seems to be little dependent on the chloride content in the concentration range 0.05–0.150 M (see Figs. 11 and 12). This finding seems to be in accordance with the fact that the actual extent of the chlorine evolution on the Ru₁₋ₓCoₓO₂₋₉ surfaces can be sustained by relatively moderate 50 mM concentration of chlorides and the chlorine evolution process then seems to be intrinsically limited by the catalysts surface.

Similarly, a shift in the selectivity of ruthenium based oxides in favor of oxygen evolution has been reported for the Zn doped ruthenia [3,6]. The Zn doped ruthenia show a low activity in chlorine evolution due to the absence of the active sites needed to form surface peroxides – the key active site for both oxygen as well as chlorine evolution. The Co doped materials show more complex behavior in which the active sites needed for surface peroxo intermediate formation are still present. The nature of the Co distribution in the pseudo-rutile environment shows a pronounced tendency of Co to pair with the bonding distance of about 3.5 Å (i.e. along the body diagonal) and virtually zero probability of Co pairing with bonding distance of 3.1 Å (i.e. along the c axis). Since the body diagonal vector stands out of the (1 1 0) planes, then any Co residing in cus position must be free of any Co neighbors in the surface plane.

Assuming that the Co distribution is free of further restrictions one can conclude that an increase of the the total Co content results in a disturbance of Ru–Ru sequences both in the cus as well as in bridge positions. In other words the probability of Ru in the cus position
to have Co neighbors in the cux positions increases with increasing Co content. Drawing an analogy from the behavior of the Ni doped ruthenium, where the Ni clustering suppresses cation alternation in cux positions enhances selectivity towards chlorine evolution [6], one can view the variation of Co and Ru in adjacent cux positions as a suppressor of the chlorine evolution on the Co doped ruthenium surfaces. The true nature of the observed selectivity effects needs to be, however, assessed in a separate in situ spectrroelectrochemical study.

4. Conclusions

Nano-particulate Co doped ruthenium dioxide electrocatalysts of the general formula Ru1−xCo2+xO2−y with x ranging between 0 and 0.3 were prepared by a co-precipitation method. The electrocatalysts characterized by x < 0.2 conform to a single phase nano-crystalline materials. The materials with higher Co content although giving diffraction patterns conforming to single phase rutile are likely to represent a coexistence of nanocrystalline Ru1−xCo2+xO2 phase with an amorphous phase. The local structures assessed by means of EXAFS suggest that the Co tends to form clusters dispersed in the original rutile-like matrix. The local structure of the Co in these clusters can be described using a rutile model which essentially preserves the cationic arrangement of RuO2 with the specific arrangement of Ru and Co atoms except the Ru–Ru and Co–Co neighbors along the shortest metal–metal bonds. The electrocatalytic activity of the synthesized Ru1−xCo2+xO2−y materials in oxygen evolution is essentially comparable with that of the non-doped ruthenium dioxide and apparently does not depend on the actual Co content. In presence of chlorides the Co doped materials show higher selectivity towards oxygen evolution compared with the non doped ruthenium. The preference of the oxygen evolution process enhances with the potential as well with increasing Co content. The enhanced oxygen evolution in the case of Co doped electrocatalysts can be attributed to a chemical recombination of surface confined oxo-species. It represents an analogue of the Volmer–Tafel reaction sequence known in the case of hydrogen evolution. The selectivity shift towards oxygen evolution can be linked with limited activity of the Ru1−xCo2+xO2−y materials in the chlorine evolution reaction, which seems to be relatively weakly dependent on the chlorine concentration. This type of behavior suggests that despite relative structural similarity of the Co rich and Ru rich environment (pseudo-rutile and rutile, respectively) the intrinsic selectivity of the active sites in each of the environment may differ with pseudo-rutile essentially preferring the oxygen evolution due to alternative stacking of the Co and Ru cations along the (0 0 1) direction relevant to the formation of the active sites.
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